
 

Tron: Legacy 2 movie in tamil download movie A Tron: Legacy 2 is a 2012 American science fiction film directed by Joseph
Kosinski and written by Adam Horowitz and Edward Kitsis. It serves as a sequel to the 1982 film Tron, which was an influential
early film in the cyberpunk genre. The story follows Quorra, computer program who lives inside of main protagonist Kevin
Flynn's old computer after he died years earlier, investigating what has become of him. The cast includes Olivia Wilde, Garrett
Hedlund, Bruce Boxleitner and Jeff Bridges reprising their roles from the first film. Bridges also directed the film. The film was
released in the United States on December 17, 2012. An experiment to send digital data into the real world is successful when it
infects Kevin Flynn's computer. After years in hiding, Kevin returns to power when he gets control of Tron's powerful Super
Grid, where he wishes to keep it hidden from the world. Quorra is created inside of main protagonist Kevin Flynn's old
computer by Alan Bradley who sought to resurrect him after his death and sought help from scientist and inventor Sark (a
retelling of the story of Tron). He created a program "Quorra" which could travel inside computers and understands programs
and files, but also human language. In return for helping Sark, Quorra asks that she be called by Bradley. Later, Kevin
resurfaces and learns that Quorra is being released into society to pass a test to prove herself worthy of the title "Guardian".
Kevin tries to stop Quorra from being released by looking at a mirror, but he is captured by Sark and taken back inside Grid. In
revealing himself as Kevin Flynn, he is given the opportunity to use the Super Grid for good instead of evil. In order to save
Tron's world from destruction, Kevin navigates his way through the complex only to be stopped by Sark's henchman Klospace
while searching for a secret passage into Grid. Quorra and Tron manage to escape and regroup with Beck. Kevin is taken back
to the prison where he is the only prisoner. Sark tells Kevin that he must get Alan to call Quorra out of her. He then gives him a
week before he declares war on everyone in the system. Kevin reveals himself as Flynn, and tries to convince Alan that they are
his father. Alan, in denial, calls out Quorra in hopes that she is not real, but she appears right in front of him, which sends him
into shock at what has happened. Alan then sees a digital version of Flynn. In his office, Sark shows Alan the video of Kevin
from before he died, reminding him that Kevin was a good man who had a plan for the world. He also tells Alan they need
Flynn's plan to save Tron's world from destruction. Back in the prison cell, Kevin is slowly being killed by the system he swore
to protect after an energy shield is lowered, but before it can hit him it freezes and recedes back into the ceiling. Kevin then
finds a secret passageway into Grid that leads into memory space where he finds his father's old arcade under an abandoned
building.
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